
Vocabulary
atmosphere (AT muh sfeer) mixture
of gases that surrounds Earth

Using Science Words
1. The atmosphere is made up mostll)

of
A. solids
B. liC\.uids
C. gases



1 The mixture of gases surrounding
Earth is what makes it possible for life
to exist. These gases absorb and hold the
sun's energy. They recycle water and oth~r
chemicals. They also help Earth maintain
a moderate climate. We call this mixture of
gases surrounding Eartll the atmosphere.

VReadlng Check

4. Most of the atmosphere's water and
gases are found in
a. the troposphere
b. the oceans
c. space

VReading Check

2. Earth's atmosphere __ water.
a. absorbs
b. recycles
c. maintains

2 The atmosphere is mostly nitrogen
(78%) and oxygen (21%). Other important
gases are present in smaller amounts. These
gases include water vapor, ozone, and
carbon dioxide.

VReading Check

5. __ protects life on Earth from the
sun's ultraviolet energy.
a. The jet stream
b. Ozone
c. Nitrogen

The mesosphere is the third layer
of the atmosphere. It extends from the
stratosphere to ninety kilometers above
Earth's surface. The mesosphere is the
coldest layer, with temperatures as low
as -90°C.

Above the mesosphere is the
thermosphere. It reaches to about
600 kilometers above Earth's surface.
Temperatures in the thermosphere can rise
as high as 1,700°C.

5 Clouds and weather form in tlle
troposphere. The jet stream is a current of
fast-moving air found near the top of this
layer. It affects weather by steering air
masses in the lower atmosphere.

6 The stratosphere is a clear, dry
layer of gases above the troposphere. It
extends to about fifty kilometers above
Eartll's surface. Jet aircraft often fly in
the stratosphere because it is calm. This'
layer contains a form of oxygen called .
ozone (03), Ozone protects life on Earth
by absorbing dangerous ultraviolet energy
from the sun. Because the stratosphere
absorbs the sun's energy, temperatures in
this layer increase as you go higher.
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VReading Check

3. Most of Earth's atmosphere is made
up of _~._.
a. water vapor
b. oxygen
c. nitrogen

Scientists have divided Earth's
atmosphere into five layers. Each layer has
a different temperature range. The air in
each layer gets thinner as you move away
from Earth. You can see a diagram of the
layers of the atmosphere on tlle back of
this card.

The troposphere is the layer of tlle
atmosphere closest to Earth's surface. In
all, 75% of all tlle gases in the atmosphere
are in the troposphere. The troposphere
begins at Earth's surface and extends to
about fourteen kilometers above Earth's
surface. As you go higher through this
layer, the temperature drops from about
l7°C to -52°C.
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9 The lower part of the thermosphere,
between about ninety and 500 kilometers, is
also called the ionosphere. Energy from
the sun's rays electrically charges nitrogen
and oxygen atoms. These charged atoms
are called ions. At the North and South
Poles, these ions produce displays of light
called auroras. These colorful lights can be
seen in the night sky if you are in the far
northern or far southern regions of Earth.

10 The exosphere is located above the
thermosphere. Only small amounts of

Word Study

gases are present in this layer. From the
thermosphere, the atmosphere thins out
until it becomes outer space.

VReadlng Check

6. The ionosphere is part of the __.
a. troposphere
b. stratosphere
c. thermosphere

Roots Many words in English are based on roots from Latin and Greek.
Learning common roots helps you understand unfamiliar words. For
example:

atmo, atmos = vapor or gas
strato = spreading out
thermo = heat

tropo = change or turning
meso = middle
exo = outside

Read the following sentences. Find the correct root to complete the
partial word. Write the word in full.

7. Oxygen is a gas in the __sphere that supports animal life on Earth.
8. Clouds often change form in the __sphere.
9. Ozone spreads out in the __sphere and absorbs ultraviolet energy

from the sun.
10. The __sphere has five distinct layers of gases.
11. Only small amounts of gases are present out in the __sphere.
12. The __sphere is between of the stratosphere and thermosphere.
13. Temperatures can reach 1,700°C in the __sphere.
14. Jets often fly in the calm ail' of the __sphere.
15. The __sphere turns into the stratosphere about fourteen kilometers

above Earth's surface.
16. After you rise tlu'ough the __sphere, you are in outer space.



Standardized Test Practice
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Earth's Atmosphere •

Graphs The line graph below shows how temperatures change
throughout the atmosphere. It also shows the altitude of different
objects and events in the atmosphere. Read each ll.uestion and then
look in the graph for the answer.

Test Tip

Multiple Choice Use the graph to answer the ll.uestions.

17. Temperatures drop most rapidly in the __.
A. thermosphere
B. mesosphere
C. stratosphere
D. upper troposphere

18. The orbit of a satellite circling Earth would most likely be in the __.
A. troposphere or stratosphere
B. stratosphere or mesosphere
C. mesosphere or thermosphere
D. thermosphere or exosphere

19. Polar lights are caused by ions in the __.
A. troposphere
B. stratosphere
C. mesosphere
D. thermosphere


